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Introduction

A planning application for the redevelopment of St 
Peter’s Church, Bryn Road, Bryn WN4 0AA will be 
submitted shortly by The Heaton Group.

Prior to the submission of the planning application 
to the local planning authority (Wigan Council), 
we would like to give you the opportunity to make 
representations directly to the developer.

The purpose of this document is to illustrate the 
development proposals at this stage of the design 
process to enable you to provide us with any 
feedback you may wish to give.

The Full planning application will seek approval 
for the demolition of the existing church and 
associated vicarage and the construction of 28no. 
cottage flats that provide temporary supported 
accommodation to support individuals and families 
who are affected by homelessness. 

The accommodation aims to provide support 
to residents, to help them live well and promote 
independence. The offer of accommodation and 
support will allow people to live healthier, happier 
lives and radically reduce current and future 
demand for health and care services.

A management team will provide a 24-hour 
response, 7 days a week, to support residents to 
move on within the scheme and towards a future of 
independent living.

The three two-storey blocks of accommodation 
are supported by a total of 14no. car parking 
spaces (including 2no. accessible bays and 2no. 
electric vehicle charging points), 18no. secure cycle 
parking spaces, new tree planting, landscape, and 
communal amenity space.
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Context

The application site sits to the east of the main 
cross-roads of the village of Bryn, through which the 
main arterial road, the A49 (Wigan Road), and the 
B5207 (Bryn Road) run.

One of the major challenges facing Bryn, and the 
wider Borough, is a significant lack of new housing 
provision.

In an attempt to overcome this issue, part of the 
Council’s housing strategy is to actively encourage 
an increase in the redevelopment of existing vacant 
brownfield sites. This strategy is also in keeping 
with sustainable development planning guidance at 
the national level.

Location Plan



Context

The application site includes for the former St 
Peter’s Church and the associated vicarage.

The church closed in 2016 due to it’s poor condition 
and the prohibitive costs associated with bringing 
the building up to an acceptable standard for public 
use.

With the site having been vacant and unmanaged 
for several years, its external appearance is 
increasingly decaying and of poor quality.

The deterioration of the buildings has resulted in a 
significant negative impact upon the visual quality 
of the area, weakening the street scene along Bryn 
Road and detracting from its potential vibrancy and 
sense of place for residents and visitors.

Photographic survey of application site
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The former St Peter’s Church and vicarage 
site possesses opportunities for residential 
development. Namely, these are:

• To provide new high quality residential 
accommodation.

• To contribute towards the shortfall of housing 
within the Borough and towards providing an 
important social care need within the local 
community.

• To bring a vacant brownfield site back into a 
positive sustainable use.

• To enhance the visual appearance and character 
of the local area with new attractive buildings and 
landscaping.

• To take advantage of its location and being close 
to transport links and local services.

• To improve upon noise and air quality issues for 
neighbouring properties by reducing the number 
of vehicle movements to/from the site (as the 
temporary residents are unlikely to be car owners 
given their personal circumstances).

• To increase the number of trees and hedges to 
promote biodiversity within the development site.

• To improve upon the environmental standards 
of the buildings, reducing the long term carbon 
footprint of the site.

Analysis

Aerial photographs of application site
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The Vision

The Vision for these proposals is to create a 
distinctive, characterful, sustainable, vibrant, safe 
and successful development that is in keeping 
with Wigan Council’s aspirations for the future 
regeneration of this part of the Borough.

The proposed residential accommodation would 
make a welcome contribution to the Borough’s 
housing supply and represent a positive addition to 
the local area.

The proposed development can act as a catalyst for 
future regeneration, providing additional high quality 
living accommodation, and all the benefits this 
would bring, to the village of Bryn.

The delivery of high quality buildings, such as these 
proposals, will help to enhance the image of Bryn, 
helping to draw more investment and people to the 
local area.
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The Proposal

Our design brief for the proposed development 
included for the following requirements:

• Maximise the development potential of this 
under-used brownfield site within Bryn.

• Provide high quality supported living 
accommodation suitable for individuals and 
families who are affected by homelessness.

• Create a site layout with an appropriate emphasis 
upon safety and security, and one that promotes 
passive surveillance across the development.

• Take design cues from the local architectural 
style and create a modest yet high quality 
interpretation of the traditional Wigan terraced 
house. 

• Provide attractive outdoor communal amenity 
space for the enjoyment of residents, staff and 
visitors.

• Maximise bicycle storage and minimise car 
parking provision to encourage the use of more 
sustainable modes of transport to boost the 
health of the village.

• Include for efficient and visually unobtrusive 
car parking, waste management and servicing 
strategies.

Design Brief



The site layout comprises three two-storey blocks 
of accommodation providing 28no. 1-bedroom 
apartments. These are supported by ancillary and 
communal internal areas, external amenity space, 
car parking, cycle parking and landscaping.

The proposed site layout possesses the following 
attributes:

• A clear, easy-to-navigate and fully accessible site.

• Proposed buildings that integrate positively 
with neighbouring properties, in terms of their 
positioning, height, scale, mass and external 
appearance.

• Attractive landscaping and external amenity 
space.

• All internal accommodation designed in 
accordance with the Nationally Described Space 
Standards.

The Proposal Proposed Site Plan

Proposed Site Plan



The Proposal Typical Proposed Ground Floor Plan (Block A)



The Proposal Typical Proposed First Floor Plan (Block A)



Typical Proposed Elevations (Block A)The Proposal



The Proposal Proposed Street Scenes

Proposed Street Scene (Internal)

Proposed Street Scene (Bryn Road)



The Proposal External Appearance

The external appearance aims to create a modest 
yet high quality interpretation of the traditional 
Wigan terraced house using simple materials and 
traditional detailing.

We have selected high quality, durable and easily 
maintained materials to enhance the context of the 
adjoining street character of the area.

The proposed buildings comprise of facing 
brickwork, with visual interest being added via 
reconstituted stone window cills, feature bay 
windows and entrance canopies.

The proposed design creates an appropriate 
traditional character in keeping with the local area.

3D view for illustrative purposes only (image produced for planning ref: A/15/80788/Full)



The Proposal Security

Our aim has been to develop the design to deter 
crime and provide a safe and secure environment 
for all future residents, visitors and staff.

The site layout ensures a high level of passive 
surveillance and overlooking is provided, particularly 
across the communal amenity space and car 
parking area.

We have ensured the proposals will include for:

• A secure parking and service area.
• Low level landscaping.
• The ability to light the building externally without 

light pollution to others.
• Strict security standards for all windows and 

doors.
• Well-lit footpaths.
• Good signage to deter unauthorised access.

Proposed Site Plan (showing passive surveillance across the site)



The Proposal Car Parking

The proposals include an efficient car parking 
strategy that maximises the external communal 
amenity space whilst minimising any negative 
impact upon Bryn Road.

Given the personal and often difficult personal 
circumstances that generate the need for this type 
of accommodation, the residents are very unlikely 
to be car owners. 

As such, a total of 14no. car parking bays have been 
provided within the proposals for use by staff and 
visitors, including for 2no. accessible spaces and 
2no. electric vehicle charging points.

In addition to the electric vehicle charging points on 
site, the overall limited car parking provision should 
also help to promote more sustainable modes of 
transportation to improve the health and wellbeing 
of residents, staff and visitors.

Proposed Site Plan (showing car parking area)



The Proposal Waste Management & Servicing

Proposed Site Plan (excerpt showing refuse/recycling collection strategy)

The proposals include two secure external refuse 
and recycling stores.These stores have been hidden 
from view from Bryn Road and they allow residents/
staff to deliver waste materials quickly and easily.

Upon collection day, wheeled bins will be taken/
returned by staff to/from the stores to the collection 
point along Bryn Road (as shown opposite). This 
ensures that bins are not visible from the street until 
the moment of collection.

To further minimise any potential negative impact 
upon Bryn Road, deliveries can be accommodated 
internally within the site.
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Summary

This proposal;

• Demonstrates a design wholly appropriate in 
terms of the development site’s context and 
wider local area.

• Ensures the sustainable redevelopment of a 
currently vacant and unmanaged brownfield site.

• Represents a sensitively designed development 
to help fulfill a critical social care need within the 
local community.

• Demonstrates a desire to enhance the quality of 
the built environment, seeking to create a new 
sense of place.

• Represents a significant addition to the provision 
of new high quality residential accommodation 
within Bryn and the wider Borough.

• Demonstrates a high quality development 
that coincides with the aspirations of the local 
community.
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